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Abstract: Research in photonics has transformed the society in every sector of our life due to the

capability of the nanoscale manipulation of light in multiple physical dimensions. Optical

multiplexing — a technique in which multiple individual optical signals encoded in physical

dimensions of light, including time, space, wavelength, polarization and angular momentum, are

processed in parallel— has played an indispensable role in information optics. The possibility of

manipulation of optical angular momentum at the nanoscale is of crucial importance for both

fundamental research and many emerging applications. However, it is still fundamentally challenging

to achieve on-chip angular momentum multiplexing due to the extrinsic nature of orbital angular

momentum associated with a helical wavefront. Here we present an entirely new concept of

nanophotonic multiplexing of orbital angular momentum through the nonresonant angular momentum

mode-sorting sensitivity by nanoring slit waveguides on tightly-confined plasmonic angular

momentum modes, leading to on-chip angular momentum multiplexing of ultra-broadband light.

Multiplexing of orbital angular momentum provides a horizon for high-capacity nanoscale

information optics in telecommunications, quantum information processing, chemical sensing, display,

metrology and holography.
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